
 • MYTH / Fresh Start could impose a threat to public safety. 

 • REALITY / Fresh Start protects public safety and people’s ability to work.
Fresh Start does not stop licensing boards from disqualifying people with criminal records that pose 

a threat to public safety.1 Fresh Start only applies to those who have been convicted of non-sexual, 

non-violent crimes. Many licensing agencies can deny work licenses based on old convictions, 

convictions that are unrelated to the occupation, and minor infractions. With one in three Americans 

having a criminal record, many people are locked out of work.2 But research has shown that once 

a nonviolent offender is crime-free for three to four years, they are no more likely to commit a crime 

than the average person.3 Fresh Start allows these individuals to get back to work faster, reducing 

recidivism, reducing dependency, and protecting taxpayers. 

 • MYTH / Fresh Start will place a burden on private business. 

 • REALITY / Fresh Start restrains government, not private businesses.
Many state and federal regulations govern how private employers must handle background checks 

so that those with criminal records have a fair chance at finding work. But in most states, these 

standards are not applied to governmental occupational licensing boards. Unlike initiatives like “Ban 

the Box,” Fresh Start legislation solely applies to public licensing agencies.4

 • MYTH / Supporting Fresh Start is soft on crime.

 • REALITY / Fresh Start can actually help reduce crime.
Policymakers who are tough on crime should support Fresh Start. This reform helps the 600,000 people 

who leave prison each year get back to work and become independent instead of remaining a 

drain on society.5 Stricter licensing restrictions on those with records have been found to lead to 

higher rates of crime. From 1997 to 2007, states with the most burdensome licensing requirements 

for ex-offenders saw a nine percent increase in recidivism rates. By contrast, states with the least 

burdensome requirements for ex-offenders saw a decrease in recidivism rates.6

 • MYTH / Fresh Start would create added taxpayer costs.

 • REALITY / Fresh Start lowers taxpayer costs by reducing recidivism rates.
Having a job is the main predictor of how likely someone is to be in poverty and not being able 

to obtain work is an indicator of how likely someone is to re-offend or end up back in jail.7-8  The 

unemployment rate for formerly incarcerated individuals age 25-44 is 27 percent. This is more than 

five times higher than the overall unemployment rate and higher than the unemployment rate during 

the Great Depression.  Fresh Start will help move these individuals back into the workforce, reducing 

taxpayer money spent each year on incarceration. 
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 • MYTH / Blanket bans prevent criminals from committing crimes. 

 • REALITY / Blanket bans make it more likely that individuals will fall back into 
lives of crime.
Blanket bans, which automatically disqualify individuals from occupational licenses for certain crimes, 

even when unrelated, make it harder for those who have served their sentence to find a job and 

readjust to society. Fresh Start requires licensing boards to review their restrictions and update them 

in specific ways. Rather than relying on blanket bans from a license for applicants with any felony or 

misdemeanor, the boards will have to explicitly list out which specific criminal convictions will lead to 

a denied license. Fresh Start also prohibits licensing boards’ use of non-specific and subjective terms 

like “moral turpitude” and “good character” in determining whether someone will receive a work 

license. 
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